1FAITH Law-Giver Manifest

1God 1FAITH 1CHURCH Universe Custodian Guardians

Virtues are positives. Being Virtues is good for the Soul & makes you
a better person. 1GOD is watching.
Make Virtues a way of life. Live in
harmony with family, neighbors,
community, habitat & environment. Living a virtuous life is the
best way to worship 1GOD.
Being Virtue's counts at the Purity-Scales.
The virtues person will relive the good they
did. 1GOD loves them.

Humankind's success: V I R T U E S
Worshiping only 1GOD & always punish evil.
1st Learn, then Teach & Knowledge-continuity.
Protect the Environment & Harmonize with Habitat.
Loving, Faithful & Dependable.
Courage, Compassion, Just, Sharing.
Perseverance
Clean & Tidy
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1GOD is waiting to hear from You !

 

V I R T U E S – Prayer
Dear 1GOD, Creator of the most beautiful Universe
Your most humble faithful custodian-guardian (1st name)
Promises to live & act virtues
Promises to encourage others to live & act virtues
Requests punishing of non-virtues behavior
Let the Virtues thrive & the non-virtues tremble
For the Glory of 1GOD & the Good of Humankind
This prayer is recited at home or at a Gathering !


Virtue 1 : Worshiping only 1GOD & always punish evil.
Worship 1GOD only. Discard all other Idols': their
places of worship, their ritual’s, their writings,...
Guidance on how to worship comes from the
‘Law-Giver Manifest’.
1GOD does not want sacrefices. Altars are replaced
with lecterns. Custodian Guardian learn (seek, gain
knowledge) & teach ( apply & pass on knowledge),
from cradle to cremation.
1GOD does not want purpose build places of worship.
Custodian Guardian worship anywhere, anytime. On
Funday’s at a Gathering (in an education facility) with
family,friends, neighbors...
Worshiping 1GOD means holding Evil
accountable. Wherever Evil appears.
Accountability comes by finding ‘Truth’ (by
collusion not adversarial) establishing guilt
or no guilt. Is there guilt, mandatory
sentence (accumulative) is applied followed
by rehabilitation. Where necessary
compensation is given.
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1000's of years of Evil are coming to an End!

BE GOOD punish evil !!!!!!!
Virtue 2 : 1st Learn, then Teach & Knowledge-continuity .
Human use of intellectual property (IP) entails, 1st Learn
then Teach, seeking, gaining & applying knowledge. IP
comes through free Government Education, lifeexperiences, work-experiences, Law-Giver manifest.
Finally passing on gained intellectual-property, (Knowledge continuity) to family, workplace, community (there
is no Copyright, Patent, IP belongs to community), Shire.
Provincial Government provides 'Free-Education' from unborn to
including Seniors. Non Government education is not supported &
closed. Education (free, public) is provided by the Province & Shire.
SmeC 'Shire medical & education Complex'.
PHeC 'Provincial Hospital & education Complex'.
PDEc 'Provincial Defense & Emergency center'.
CE 'Community Emergency service'
1st Learn, when comprehending, start teaching. In free education fast
learners teach slow learners. At work the experienced worker trains
new-comers. At home grandparents, parents, relatives, friends, teach.
Knowledge-Continuity makes an individual's knowledge (intellectual property) immortal. Every individual from age 14 keeps record of their life experiences(both positive & unsettling). Family's must capture, preserve & nurture their intellectual-property.
Organizations must capture, preserve & re-use their employees, ‘I-P’.
Community's must utilize their citizens intellectual-property for the
good of all. Provincial-Government keep Archives.
On Judgmentday your Soul will be asked what it has learnt & what
was this knowledge used for.

Knowledge-Continuity part of our Immortality
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Virtue 3 : Protect the Environment & Harmonize with Habitat.
1GOD's Destiny for Humankind is to become
Custodian of the, ‘PU’ (Physical Universe). A
Community starts by harmonizing with the local
Habitat. It than progresses to be custodian of the
environment & all its lifeforms on Earth.
For human survival Humamkind has to live up to its Destiny. Become
Custodian Guardian of the Physical Universe. This entails living in
harmony with the local habitat, the greater environment & the rest of
the physical Universe.
To harmonize with the habitat
custodian guardians need to
understand Evolution (adapt,
beginning/end & recycle, cause
& effect, food-chain/eco-system,
trial & error, evolve.). Harmonizing means protecting (air, water,
soil) by not creating pollution
(burning, garbage, poison, toxin ..
). Custodian guardian harmonizing is ensuring specie survival
(animal, insect, vegetation..).
T

Humankind’s has to explore & colonize the physical
Universe. Therefore population growth is essential.
Shifting time & resources from leisuretime activities to
space exploration & colonizing. Humankinds Destiny!

Virtue 4 : Loving, Faithful & Dependable.
Being loving, faithful & dependable starts with children continues
with husband & wife, extended family. Children love their siblings,
their parents & grandparents, the extended family.

Husband & wife have a loving, faithful & dependable relationship
with each other resulting in children (own, foster or adopted). Whom
they teach their moral values, traditions & social skills. The family is a
loving, faithful & dependable part of an extended family.
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The extended family symbolizes the embracing of all virtues. It loves
1GOD, it's faithful to their 1FAITH. It is dependable in it's application of the Law-Giver Manifest.
loving 1GOD includes all creations. Humankind has to be faithful to
their destiny being Custodian Guardian. 1GOD depends on us, You!
Being faithful is a wonderful virtue, Soul-food. A faithful person has
reached the highest of human goodness. 1GOD loves You!
Being dependable is a virtue that makes reliable friends. Being
dependable makes a good worker. Being dependable is good for
community living.

Virtue 5 : Courage, Compasssion, Just, Sharing.
Virtue 5 is a medley of essentual human behaviors. When electing a
candidate for a committee, pick the candidate that appears to have
this medley of essentual human behaviors. On a personal level
endeavour to live these essentual human behaviors.
A Custodian-Guardian endeavors to be courages whithout being
tyrannical. A C-G shows compassion without being gullible. Being
just & sharing is applied by individuals & extends to the community.
Courage is being accountable, challenging injustice, stopping bullies,
remove tyranny, handle mis-fortune, protect 1GOD’s latest message,
... Courage is being able to disagree, able to say, NO! Courage is
knowing one’s limitations & flaws.
Compassion is a favorite with the Soul, it feels warm & fuzzy. Random acts of kindness are part of a C-G Daily-Routine. Being compassionate is feeling empathy, being understanding, give support, listen,
.. Forgiveness, babbling, pity, reprimanding, accusing are not compassion.
Being Just is a virtue receiving justice is a human need. Being just to
yourself & others is the foundation of Justice in a just community.
Justice needs a moral community with laws, law
enforcement, accountability via colluding
judiciary, mandatory accumulative sentencing
rehabilitation & compensation.
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Sharing envolves emotional & physical involvement. Sharing applies
within a family unit. Sharing can be with friends. Sharing applies to a
harmonies Shire.
Sharing is living together. Is having life-experiences with others.
Worshiping, sharing with 1GOD.
Sharing is volunteering, giving your time & intellectual-property to
the benefit of others. Sharing defeats evil profiteering, wealthapartheid & selfishness. Sharing is the Custodian Guardian way.

Virtue 6 : Perseverance.
Perseverance is doing something despite difficulties, discouragement,
delay or setbacks in achieving success. A child learning how to walk
falls, gets up, falls, gets up,... it perseveres until it walks. Many adults
forget this lesson.
A person that perseveres does not admit defeat. This person keeps on
trying until a set goal is reached. This person will persevere until they
take their last breath. Without perseverance no great achievement is
possible. Lacking perseverance is a limitation. Overcoming this
limitation is being virtues.
Saying! I knew I should, I thought I could & I knew I would.
1GOD rewards Perseverance. 1GOD wants everyone to embrace this
Virtue! Don’t disappoint 1GOD!

Virtue 7 : Clean & Tity.
Good Health needs good hygiene good hygiene starts with being clean
& tidy. Clean & tidy starts with personal appearance, applies to home
& work. Clean & tidy also applies to thinking & reasoning.
A 'Daily-routine' includes cleanliness. Wash hands after
every toilet visit & before every feed. Wash face before
every feed. Brush teeth & wash whole body before going
to bed. HE is to shave at least twice every week. Custodian Guardian attend Gatherings clean (brushed teeth,
showered, washed) & shaved (HE), wearing clean, neat
gear (head to toe).
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After getting up in the morning every member of the family physically capable make their bed. Parents teach children how to. Completing
morning hygiene. It is time to get dressed, putting on the layed-out
prepared (evening before) gear the person planned to wear. Every
breakfeast storage-container is labeled (content, filling-date). After
breakfeast clean eating area. Return containers to storage. Dirty
containers, utensils are put in the sink. A person is now ready to start
their dailly chores (home, school, volunteering, work).
All containers have a content label. Food containers also have a filling
date. Store containers neatly. Dangerous (poison, toxin) containers
are stored securely (child & incompetent proof).
Don’t leave unused items (tools, toys,
utensils) clutter up furniture, floor or
work-area. After usage pick up items
put them in neat storage. Store items
alway’s in the same place. They are
then easy to find.
Before going to bed. Prepare & lay-out the gear you plan to wear next
day. Pack any bags with items that are planned to be taken along
when leaving in the morning.
Using a bleach or strong disinfectant increases your chance of getting
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. Use a natural surface cleaner:
Mix, 1 cup bicarbonate of soda, 1/2 a cup white vinegar, add a few
drops of essential oil. Need it stronger add a tablespoon of salt.

Don’t be a dirty untidy poor excuse for a civilized human.
Now being virtues. It is time to look at our heritage.

1GOD’s latest message, Law-Giver Manifest
End
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